18:22:41
From Claire Hertz : Thank you, Dani. The chat is now open.
18:25:29
From Sheilagh Diez : I’m concerned about having this decision being made without a specific
racial equity lens and accompanying conversation.
18:25:45
From Andy Jacob : I don't think this is a "decision" yet, right
18:25:51
From Min Cai : I agree with you Sheilagh
18:25:58
From jackson weinberg : I do as well
18:26:26
From Jed Roberts (FLO Analytics) (he/him) : These are straw polls.
18:26:32
From Sheilagh Diez : @Andy, that would be my hope, but past meetings have shown that
these short surveys are being used as a decision making tool which I feel is in appropriate.
18:27:07
From Andrew Harvey : I personally think we should wait to Phase 2 to make a decision on
the location of DLI programs
18:27:12
From Rosie Lingo to Nathan Swoverland (Privately) : I don't see a poll
18:28:12
From Claire Hertz : Can we show results to everyone before going t next?
18:29:15
From Rosie Lingo to Nathan Swoverland (Privately) : Still have not gotten any of the poll
questions - am I doing somethig wrong?
18:29:45
From Jed Roberts (FLO Analytics) (he/him) : I am pasting the results in this document that is
publicly available:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hNY3tlluSR1avFuh7DwuoqPpqL1EVFQ8RBCQRsMM5_g/edit?
usp=sharing
18:29:49
From Rosie Lingo : Is anyone else not getting the poll questions?
18:30:19
From Nathan Swoverland to Rosie Lingo (Privately) : Hmm, that is interesting, - not know
what kind of device you might be on, I can’t say. - Are you using the Zoom app?
18:30:34
From Beth Cavanaugh : @rosie it’s in a pop-up box, could it be hidden behind an open
window?
18:30:34
From Rosie Lingo to Nathan Swoverland (Privately) : I am on a PPS Chromebook
18:30:38
From Rosie Lingo to Nathan Swoverland (Privately) : Zoom extension
18:30:45
From Sheilagh Diez : @Jed, thank you for linking to that document as well as including the %
of participation in each poll.
18:31:59
From Nathan Swoverland to Rosie Lingo (Privately) : Odd that is strange, it might be behind
the active meeting window.
18:32:05
From Rosie Lingo to Nathan Swoverland (Privately) : @Beth - I'm searching but don't see it!
18:32:55
From Rosie Lingo to Nathan Swoverland (Privately) : Not seeing anything - oh well!! Maybe
the next one I'll get in on!!
18:33:08
From Marisa Bryman : Since we were instructed by the school board to be considering the
effect of these decisions on Harrison Park enrollment in phase 1 as well, I think we should be answering
similar poll questions about Harrison Park.
18:33:25
From Sheilagh Diez : @Marisa agreed.
18:33:53
From Marisa Bryman : If we are acting like Harrison Park doesn't exist during phase 1
decision making, I don't think that's in line with the RESJ lens.
18:34:15
From Logan Heyerly (she/ella) HP parent / Lent Teacher : @Marisa, agreed. I find this
frustrating.
18:34:44
From Sheilagh Diez : @Marisa, yes. exactly.
18:36:38
From Martha Langland : Is dani’s voice breaking up for everyone or is that just me?
18:36:43
From Logan Heyerly (she/ella) HP parent / Lent Teacher : Me too
18:36:49
From Andrew Harvey : Me too
18:36:52
From Michael Rehana - Parent : me too
18:38:30
From Jed Roberts (FLO Analytics) (he/him) : Note that the answers to the poll about the
number of Kellogg feeders also got added to the document although it wasn't mentioned verbally.
18:38:38
From Kristyn Westphal : We are still breaking up the scenarios by group, correct? (A, B in #1,
C, D in #2, etc.)
18:38:51
From Megan Salvador : yes
18:40:25
From Judy Brennan : Clackamas A & B
18:40:32
From Judy Brennan : Columbia C & D
18:40:40
From Judy Brennan : Willamette E & F
19:13:58
From Marisa Bryman : I wanted to share something to the whole group that I had
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commented in our breakout group chat:
19:14:13
From Marisa Bryman : Martha, I'm sorry that I hadn't brought this up earlier, but I know that
some people have discussed Arleta as a great option for a balanced co-located Spanish DLI program,
because they have space for 2 strands DLI and 2 strands neighborhood in each K-5 grade. I understand the
historical importance of the Atkinson program. I'm wondering if you think Arleta would be an acceptable
closer-in option since the size of the building could accommodate this well?
Then Arleta and Lent could both be co-located programs that feed to Kellogg.
19:14:47
From Marisa Bryman : I'm hoping that representatives from Atkinson and Bridger might be
able to share this with their DLI communities this week to get some feedback.
19:14:54
From Sondra Blair - Arleta Parent (She/her) : That's a really interesting idea
19:15:57
From Sarah Kincaid, Arleta parent : Marisa, I really like that and think the idea has value.
19:16:46
From Logan Heyerly (she/ella) HP parent / Lent Teacher : So current Bridger K-5 DLI would
go to Lent?
19:16:53
From Logan Heyerly (she/ella) HP parent / Lent Teacher : Or Arleta?
19:17:37
From Sarah Kincaid, Arleta parent : It could go to Kellogg as well, I believe.
19:18:22
From Beth Cavanaugh (she/her), Hosford parent : @marisa I feel like if we come to
consensus around all Spanish DLI strands feeding to Kellogg, that there are several options for k-5 locations
19:18:31
From Beth Cavanaugh (she/her), Hosford parent : that we could determine in Phase 2
19:18:33
From Marisa Bryman : I don't know how the current Spanish DLI students would be assigned
to Arleta or Lent.
19:19:12
From Andy Jacob : agree, beth
19:19:17
From Andy Jacob : I think there are likely several options worth looking at
19:19:37
From Sarah Kincaid, Arleta parent : Agree, Beth. When Creston, Arleta, and Marysville turn
into K-5 we are going to have a lot of space to consider.
19:19:43
From Dee, Parent (Bridger DLI) She/Her : so many moving targets! In theory, the location is
great, but at is seems unlikely that the Chinese option at the bridger building is feasible, if there was a good
option on how to relocate the bridger neighborhood strand, it would be the least disruptive to our
community to have the 2 existing strands of Bridger stay and for Bridger to become an all DLI focus option.
19:20:10
From Beth Cavanaugh (she/her), Hosford parent : Options being Lent (co-located) and
Atkinson, Lent (co-located) and Bridger (standalone), Lent (co-located) and Arleta (co-located). All of these
could be options if we looked at something like Option C plus Spanish DLI, or Option B minus one feeder
19:20:12
From Martha Almendarez Langland : @ Marisa, I think in all that is decided theoretical
pedagogical intent needs to meet the positive and negative community impact… I could see it requiring a big
conversation with Native Latinx families and DLI families.
19:20:16
From Beth Cavanaugh (she/her), Hosford parent : B3, I mean
19:20:20
From Andy Jacob : yeah, I'd encourage folks to review the list of changes at schools in this
process that was sent around last week
19:20:23
From Andy Jacob : and look at how long bridger's is
19:20:26
From Andy Jacob : the school deserves some continuity
19:20:39
From Dee, Parent (Bridger DLI) She/Her : by location, i meant arleta! but an all DLI option in
outer SE with a preferred in neighborhood placement going to all of outer SE feels like an equitable way to
spread the DLI opportunity out throughout the cluster
19:21:13
From Min Cai : Chinese DLI in Woodstock is the model for balanced Co-located program and
should not be moved to anywhere else. It would serve underserved needs if another strand of Chinese DLI
can be added somewhere.
19:21:45
From Sabrina Flamoe : Does anyone have the current visual on scenarios A-F they could drop
in here?
19:21:57
From Logan Heyerly (she/ella) HP parent / Lent Teacher :
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Wt0EsHsQWVRnukT_KJSevHwVQrLdIwSt/view
19:22:01
From Dee, Parent (Bridger DLI) She/Her : i hope that a placement to Kellogg for Arleta and
Marysville might help boost enrollment and keep more neighborhood families in the neighborhood
19:25:15
From Andy Jacob (Bridger parent) : I'd love for Sondra to share her point about K-8 schools
19:25:18
From Andy Jacob (Bridger parent) : if she feels comfortable
19:28:13
From Beth Cavanaugh (she/her), Hosford parent : Thank you for sharing, Sondra, so
important
19:28:16
From Savannah Paz : Thank you for speaking to this issue @Sondra. I could not agree more
19:28:19
From Sarah Kincaid, Arleta parent : It's worth noting that Chinese DLI at Woodstock is so
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successful in part because it has been untouched and able to grow and develop for a very long time. The
program is GREAT, and very popular, but I feel it's worth pointing out that the schools that have been flip
flopped between K-5/K-8/K-5 have never had the opportunity to develop and grow a program that way.
(This is in no way meant to knock that program AT ALL, but to simply note there is privilege there that other
schools have been denied.)
19:28:30
From Sarah Kincaid, Arleta parent : Thank you, Sondra!
19:29:26
From Alexandra Phan : Thanks for sharing Sondra. You speak to so many points that have
caused my anger in this process.
19:29:39
From Alexandra Phan : Sarah, great point as well.
19:29:41
From Michael Rehana - Parent : Thank you Sondra
19:29:49
From Sarah Kincaid, Arleta parent : @Alexandra, same.
19:29:51
From Dee, Parent (Bridger DLI) She/Her : thank you Sondra and Sarah for speaking up and
that we do need to remember that the majority of the students in this process are not in a DLI program
19:30:09
From Michael Rehana - Parent : and yes sarah as well
19:30:25
From Andy Jacob (Bridger parent) : There is a big link to RESJ between Sondra's point and
Option D, though, which we discussed--it's feeding Atkinson's neighborhood to Kellogg and making another
more diverse school (Marysville) wait for a middle school
19:31:02
From Andrew harvey : Where are the notes for Willamette?
19:31:50
From Kristyn Westphal :
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OGpk7lCSdMAMKBt9DNxPmdbceGBSEZ-EdTZzC452qQs/edit?
usp=sharing
19:31:54
From Andy Jacob (Bridger parent) : thanks for making the franklin connection, beth, and who
can ultimately get access to it--that's really important for us to consider
19:32:21
From Sondra Blair (Parent - Arleta - She/hers) : Thank you Beth for making that Franklin
access point.
19:34:45
From Andrew harvey : @kristyn - thankyou
19:34:49
From Beth Cavanaugh (she/her), Hosford parent : I think the issue that many of the concerns
that individual communities have are in conflict with each other, so we have to set priorities that center
marginalized communities
19:35:39
From Regina Sun : I have not heard that Hosford is the preferred location for Chinese DLI
from HP Chinese DLI families.
19:37:12
From Scott Bailey to Nathan Swoverland (Privately) : Can we get links for the notes from all
the groups posted in the chat?
19:37:51
From Alexandra Phan to Nathan Swoverland (Privately) : Thanks for that point Regina.
19:39:11
From Marisa Bryman : Chinese families at Harrison Park have been working on a letter that
expresses their preferences that should be sent out very soon.
19:40:33
From Sheilagh Diez : @Claire, I understand the need to focus on Kellogg at this time;
however, from a resj lens I also think we should be centering the experience of students at HP when it
transitions to a middle school. Can you share what steps the district is committing to to upgrade HP as well
as what the timeline will be for making those upgrades?
19:40:50
From Beth Cavanaugh (she/her), Hosford parent : To help with the summary statistics—this
is the combined Historically Underserved Race population percentages from the 2021 PPS data:
Arleta 26.6%
Atkinson 30.8%
Bridger 50.2%
CSS 16.7%
Glencoe 20.3%
Harrison Park 51.1%
Lent 65.3%
Marysville 43%
Woodstock 9.7%
19:41:11
From Kathleen Ellwood : Notes from Columbia:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vg2Ha0nViKXAorlngWtgH1ybousyw8zB2mobkD35SYw/edit
19:41:18
From Nathan Swoverland : Clackamas
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Stf2CX5tYajFT6E701wiWpKUjJeRPu3oFvwF2G7PgLA/edit
19:41:24
From Rosie Lingo - Woodstock : @Marisa - Thank you.
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19:41:31
From Nathan Swoverland : Columbia:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vg2Ha0nViKXAorlngWtgH1ybousyw8zB2mobkD35SYw/edit
19:41:46
From Nathan Swoverland : Willamette
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OGpk7lCSdMAMKBt9DNxPmdbceGBSEZ-EdTZzC452qQs/edit?
usp=sharing
19:41:47
From Kristyn Westphal : Willamette:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OGpk7lCSdMAMKBt9DNxPmdbceGBSEZ-EdTZzC452qQs/edit?
usp=sharing
19:41:51
From Angelica Cruz : Creston is not on the list of historically underserved percentages. Could
we get that data added?
19:42:04
From Beth Cavanaugh (she/her), Hosford parent : Oops I missed Creston, 30.6%
19:43:42
From Sabrina Flamoe : Rank all 6??
19:43:47
From Kristyn Westphal : @Sabrina, yes
19:43:57
From Andrew harvey : Will there be an opportunity to amend a option before we reach
consensus?
19:44:16
From Beth Cavanaugh (she/her), Hosford parent : Here’s the link if I missed any others!
https://www.pps.net/cms/lib/OR01913224/Centricity/Domain/207/Enrollment%20of%20Underserved%20Gr
oups%202020-21.pdf
19:44:27
From Claire Hertz : There are funds in the 2020 Bond program for updating Harrison Park.
Facilities staff have started the work to plan for this change. I will ask for an update on their work, so I can
bring back more information to you
20:38:02
From Beth Brett, Creston parent : With C - I am concerned about the Hosford enrollment
numbers, where Creston will go and how the Chinese families at Woodstock will be supported.
20:40:00
From Min Cai : Chinese families are asked to how to support Creston, is that the question?
20:40:55
From Dee, Parent (Bridger DLI) She/Her : are we on option a now?
20:40:58
From Andy Jacob (Bridger parent) : 1 - Kellogg enrollment is too high; potentially prevents
considering feeding Harrison park to franklin down the line (without franklin being too crowded)
20:41:11
From Melissa Schachner : Enrollment at Kellogg is too high.
20:41:26
From Martha Almendarez Langland : 1- same opinion as Andy.
20:41:31
From Carissa Harrison : Enrollment at Kellogg is too high.
20:41:40
From Sheilagh Diez : ^^
20:41:41
From Beth Cavanaugh (she/her), Hosford parent : Overcrowding Kellogg; having all Spanish
DLI at Lent for K-5, limiting options for reducing Franklin’s enrollment later
20:41:44
From Andrew harvey : Option A leaves Kellogg with high enrollment which we are told is
likely to increase. It also limits options in Phase 2
20:41:55
From Dee, Parent (Bridger DLI) She/Her : 1- ditto to andy's comment
20:41:59
From Regina Sun : 1- Kellogg enrollment is too high, also downstream pressure on
overcrowding Franklin
20:41:59
From Rosie Lingo - Woodstock : Kellogg too highly enrolled
20:42:09
From Andy Jacob (Bridger parent) : oh I agree with concerns about having all DLI at Lent K5, just assumed we were ignoring those placements for now
20:42:22
From Beth Brett, Creston parent : @Min - my concern is that if Creston moves to Hosford,
students will have to move out. Does that fall on Woodstock and the Chinese DLI program because
Woodstock is closer to Lane? I know you spoke earlier that your community is concerned about that, so
wanted to make sure we address that.
20:42:23
From Carissa Harrison : Same Andy
20:43:00
From Beth Cavanaugh (she/her), Hosford parent : I’m still confused on whether we’re
thinking about that or not since the enrollment data includes the Spanish DLI placements shown on the left
side of the graphic pages
20:43:01
From Sheilagh Diez : @Andy & @Carissa agree.
20:43:47
From Andy Jacob (Bridger parent) : I hope the communication with the public is clear that we
are NOT considering those now, since we're not
20:43:53
From Andy Jacob (Bridger parent) : it's confusing to still have them on the graphics
20:46:17
From Dee, Parent (Bridger DLI) She/Her : @min, i would hope with the limited se high school
options that it would make sense for boundary adjustment to alleviate pressure on Cleveland would come
from adjusting northern boundaries for Buckman and/or glencoe to pull some of enrollment from the middle
to NE where there is more room
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20:47:01
From Dee, Parent (Bridger DLI) She/Her : @andy - yes i think we're mostly considering that
option off the table all together
20:47:31 From Beth Cavanaugh (she/her), Hosford parent : @carissa agreed, but then the only
differences between A and all of the B options are about the k-5 DLI placements
20:47:34 From Andy Jacob (Bridger parent) : honestly I'd love to do a "gut check" poll on that next week,
and maybe on some other phase 2 considerations. I bet there's consensus we should prioritize co-located
DLIs
20:47:40 From Andy Jacob (Bridger parent) : (re: dee's comment)
20:48:20 From Dee, Parent (Bridger DLI) She/Her : or remove anything that might be clearly off the table
from the scenarios as it is very confusing per @carrissa Harrison's comment
20:48:24 From Beth Cavanaugh (she/her), Hosford parent : I would only consider B3; I don’t think
Spanish immersion should be split between different middle schools
20:48:34 From Sheilagh Diez : ^^
20:48:41 From Martha Almendarez Langland : Agree with Beth.
20:49:08 From Andrew harvey : Agree with Beth - Option B-3 is also a strain on enrollment.
20:49:59 From Dee, Parent (Bridger DLI) She/Her : 1 for the same reasons as Option A- enrollment strain
20:50:16 From Sheilagh Diez : ^^^
20:50:18 From Andy Jacob (Bridger parent) : 1 - in at least one version creston is overenrolled; same
concern in all about taking Harrison Park to Franklin off the table without discussing it (by feeding creston to
Kellogg right away)
20:50:25 From Beth Cavanaugh (she/her), Hosford parent : 1 for the same reason as option A
20:50:32 From Andy Jacob (Bridger parent) : sorry Kellogg is overenrolled, I meant
20:51:54 From Logan Heyerly (she/ella) HP parent / Lent Teacher : Do phase 1 only folks stop attending
after next week?
20:52:34 From Carissa Harrison : 1- this is confusing things. B overenrolls Kellogg and I want to clarify
that this is not making K-5 DLI location decisions as we were told that we were not deciding that right now.
20:52:48 From Judy Brennan : All Phase 1 schools are invited back for Phase 2
20:52:50 From Andy Jacob (Bridger parent) : @logan I thought it was the reverse; phase 2 = phase 1 +
even more
20:53:01 From Andy Jacob (Bridger parent) : thanks judy
20:53:04 From Logan Heyerly (she/ella) HP parent / Lent Teacher : Ohhh ok, that makes more sense
20:53:16 From Sheilagh Diez : Judy, how much of a break do we have between phases?
20:53:54 From Alexandra Phan : Also, how long is Phase 2?
20:54:13 From Logan Heyerly (she/ella) HP parent / Lent Teacher : @andy, you're right, I just opened
that first doc and looked at the original group lists
20:54:17 From Andrew harvey : We are apparently doing this and the pieces left will fall on HP?
20:54:38 From Logan Heyerly (she/ella) HP parent / Lent Teacher : I don't think there's enough voices
here for many communities
20:54:49 From Judy Brennan : We are looking at a February restart--hopefully enough time to expand the
group, and make some of the process improvements you all have talked about
20:55:06 From Andrew harvey : @logan yes
20:55:21 From Sarah Kincaid, Arleta parent : Inclusion in this process has never been ideal or right.
20:56:08 From Andy Jacob (Bridger parent) : for what it's worth, I don't think we have to confirm that
creston feeds hosford if we go with option C. we're reserving some options to discuss in phase 2
20:56:47 From Beth Cavanaugh (she/her), Hosford parent : As we are making decisions that impact both
the Woodstock and Harrison Park Chinese immersion communities, I think it’s really important that there is
equal representation for those groups. I know a lot of pressure and responsibility has been put on Min, but I
do feel that we have heard a lot of feedback from the community through letters and emails from the
Woodstock/Hosford/Cleveland community.
20:56:56 From Dee, Parent (Bridger DLI) She/Her : also, does creston have to replace Woodstock? did i
miss that tradeoff somewhere? can creston and Woodstock go to Cleveland?
20:57:15 From Beth Cavanaugh (she/her), Hosford parent : @Dee I think both could go to Cleveland but
maybe not Hosford
20:57:23 From Andy Jacob (Bridger parent) : I'm hearing the concern is that IF creston were to feed
hosford, there wouldn't be room for Chinese DLI there
20:57:28 From Andy Jacob (Bridger parent) : (@Dee)
20:58:22 From Sheilagh Diez : I’m hoping that PPS will be able to share goals and specific steps that will
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betaken before Phase 2 begins to ensure greater representation.
20:58:34 From Dee, Parent (Bridger DLI) She/Her : @beth and andy, thanks for the clarification. is there
potential for hosford to be adjusted from the north to ensure fair access for se schools? something to keep
at the forefront in phase 2
20:58:45 From Logan Heyerly (she/ella) HP parent / Lent Teacher : Yes, that is something I would like to
know also @sheilagh
20:58:46 From Beth Brett, Creston parent : Hosford isn't able to absorb another school at this point. The
question is if we move another school to Hosford, what happens to the students that are already at Hosford?
20:59:12 From Andy Jacob (Bridger parent) : @beth I think the assumption is the Chinese DLI program
would relocate, perhaps to Harrison Park
20:59:34 From Sabrina Flamoe : HP Chinese families want to stay at HP…they have shared
20:59:35 From Andrew harvey : Perhaps this can be resolved in phase 2, but I do want to know - if
Creston feeds to Hosford does that threaten the CDLI.
20:59:35 From Sarah Kincaid, Arleta parent : Agree, Beth. And I'd like some numbers on the potential of
sending Creston to Hosford, while maintaining Chinese DLI for now.
20:59:57 From Beth Brett, Creston parent : @Sarah- yes!
21:00:06 From Megan Salvador : Meeting Eval https://forms.gle/24Waev47h5QRg9Ty6
21:00:06 From Andy Jacob (Bridger parent) : @andrew I don't think both could fit
21:00:27 From Caitlin Klenz : Hosford with DLI and Creston would be 750+. They will not both fit.
21:00:39 From Megan Salvador : Meeting Eval https://forms.gle/24Waev47h5QRg9Ty6
21:00:42 From Sheilagh Diez : @SArah, agreed.
21:00:43 From Logan Heyerly (she/ella) HP parent / Lent Teacher : Did Marisa's suggestion after the first
small group get noted somewhere?
21:00:59 From Caitlin Klenz : Shawn Helm shared the updated numbers in the small group.
21:01:13 From Michele Stahlecker : Harrison Park is aware of what is happening. Right now we are
focused on listening because we want to make sure we hear everyone's perspective. What we have done is
focused on strengthening our HP community by letting the board hear our perspective through letters
written by our various communities.
21:01:18 From Megan Salvador : Meeting Eval https://forms.gle/24Waev47h5QRg9Ty6
21:01:19 From Min Cai : There are over 130 Chiense families in Woodstock and 40 in HP
21:01:32 From Beth Cavanaugh (she/her), Hosford parent : Thank you @Michele
21:02:09 From Sondra Blair (Parent - Arleta - She/hers) : What about Lane? That seems like a great
option for the neighborhood and DLI programs at Woodstock. Plenty of room to grow even and very very
close
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